Protein-protein interaction networks (PPIs) are usually scale-free networks that contain a 19 small number of highly connected nodes (hubs) and many poorly connected nodes. However, 20 the molecular mechanisms that underlie the promiscuous interactions of hub proteins remain 21 largely unknown. Here, we show that the floral homeotic MADS-domain transcription factor 22 Complexity of biological systems is often achieved by the combinatorial activity of a small 31 number of factors 1 . One important example are protein-protein interaction networks (PPIs) 32 that are based on transcription factors (TFs) that act in a combinatorial manner to accomplish 33 the required degree of e.g. morphological complexity. PPIs are often scale-free networks. 34 They contain a small number of hub proteins with many interaction partners and a large 35 number of poorly connected nodes. Though combinatorial control is of eminent importance 36 for almost all developmental processes, the molecular determinants that are underlying the 37 specific combinatorial interactions remain poorly understood. This is especially true for 38 protein-protein interactions among TFs belonging to the same family. The respective TFs are 39 often very similar in terms of sequence and biochemical properties yet fulfill highly distinct 40 and specific functions which are at least partially determined by distinct protein-protein 41 interactions. The PPI controlling flower development in angiosperms is a good case in point.
SEPALLATA3 from Arabidopsis thaliana can act as a hub in the PPI controlling flower proteins ('4') . By analyzing the signal intensities of the three different fractions the ability of 122 SEP3 to form DNA-bound tetrameric complexes can be quantified and expressed via the 123 cooperativity constant kcoop (equation (4) in Methods). kcoop equals 1 for non-cooperative 124 binding and increases with increasing tetramer formation capabilities of the examined protein.
125
SEP3 wild type protein always showed a highly cooperative DNA-binding although the 126 degree of cooperativity varied between different experiments and was slightly higher than 127 previously estimated 6, 12 , probably owing to difficulties to precisely determine high kcoop 128 values ( Fig. 2b and d, Supplementary Table 1 ). 129 In contrast to the wild type protein, all of the leucine-to-proline substitution mutants of SEP3 130 (L115P; L120P-L123P; L131P-L135P; L145P; L164P) showed a considerably reduced ability 131 to bind cooperatively to DNA in vitro, independent of whether the formation of coiled-coils 132 was predicted to be affected or not ( Fig. 2c and d , Supplementary Table 1 ). Only the two 133 proline substitutions S94P and G178P, located at the N-and C-terminal borders of the K-134 domain, respectively, did not strongly reduce cooperative binding of SEP3. 135 To test the effect of amino acid substitutions that are supposed to have a less severe effect on 136 helix formation than proline, we substituted a subset of the previously selected leucines 137 (L115; L145; L164) by alanine. Surprisingly, of these 3 substitutions only L145A showed a 138 cooperative DNA-binding ability comparable to that of SEP3 wild type protein, whereas 139 substitutions L115A and L164A caused an almost complete loss of cooperative 140 comparable to the proline substitutions at the respective positions ( Fig. 2d , Supplementary   141   Table 1 ). We further substituted position L164 by three additional amino acids (L164E; 142 L164W; L164I) comprising glutamate and tryptophan which occur at position 164 in several 143 members of the SEP subfamily and isoleucine which has very similar physicochemical 144 properties to leucine. However, none of the resulting mutants was able to approach SEP3 wild 145 type cooperative binding strength ( Fig. 2d , Supplementary Table 1 ). Our results indicate that 146 the examined leucine residues are of critical importance for tetramer formation and 147 cooperative binding of SEP3.
148
Within the [abcdefg]n heptad repeat of the K3-subdomain of SEP3 two neighboring 'a' 149 positions (E161; N168) are not occupied by hydrophobic amino acids. Substituting these 150 positions by leucine (E161L-N168L) resulted in a higher probability for the formation of the 151 K3-subdomain coiled-coil in silico ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). The respective mutant protein 152 showed a cooperativity at least as high as the wild type protein in EMSAs. In contrast to the 153 wild type protein, repeated measurements yielded kcoop values that consistently were above 7 200 ( Fig. 2d , Supplementary Table 1 ). In fact, in none of the performed EMSAs a signal of a 155 DNA probe bound by only one protein dimer was detected, an observation that was different 156 from the other proteins for which high cooperativity in DNA-binding was detected (e.g.
157
SEP3-WT and SEP3-L145A) indicating that cooperative binding was increased by the 158 E161L-N168L substitutions ( Supplementary Fig. 3) . Surprisingly, when we performed 159 saturation binding EMSA experiments using increasing amounts of a DNA probe containing 160 only one CArG-box the mutant protein SEP3-E161L-N168L exhibited no binding of 161 individual dimers. Instead a signal of low electrophoretic mobility occasionally occurred for 162 high amounts of applied DNA probe that might constitutes a protein DNA complex consisting 163 of more than two proteins ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ).
164

Mutations in a distantly related ortholog of SEP3 have very similar effects on
165 cooperative DNA-binding as in SEP3 166 The SEP3 ortholog AMtrAGL9 from the early diverging angiosperm Amborella trichopoda 15 167 forms homotetrameric protein-DNA complexes with a cooperative binding affinity 168 comparable to SEP3 ( Fig. 2e, Supplementary Fig. 5 ). AMtrAGL9 amino acid position I141 is 169 homologous to SEP3 L145 and is thus located in the K2-subdomain heptad repeat of 170 AMtrAGL9 ( Fig. 2a ). Substitution to alanine at that position interfered to some extend with 171 cooperative binding capabilities whereas substitution to proline at position I141 results in an 172 almost complete loss of cooperative binding ( Fig. 2e , Supplementary Table 1 ). If amino acid 173 position L160 of AMtrAGL9, which is homologous to position L164 in the center of the K3-174 subdomain of SEP3, is exchanged by proline or alanine, the ability of AMtrAGL9 to 175 cooperatively bind to DNA is almost completely lost in either case, a behavior that is similar 176 to that observed for SEP3 (compare Fig. 2d and e). distance of the sampled taxa, the sequences aligned almost without gaps throughout the 186 complete K-domain (i.e. without potential insertions or deletions). The only exception were 187 PI-subfamily protein sequences, among which a deletion of four amino acids within the C-188 terminal half of the K-domain was very common. This deletion within the PI-linage most 189 likely occurred after early diverging angiosperms branched off, as most of the sampled PI-190 subfamily sequences from early diverging angiosperms still possess those four amino acids. 191 We first compared the conservation of sites that are homologous to the 15 residues that (based 192 on the crystal structure of SEP3) mediate the hydrophobic intra-and intermolecular 193 interactions in the SEP3 homotetramer 23 to the overall conservation of the K-domain. We 194 found that within the SEP3 subfamily, sites that are homologous to interacting sites in the 195 SEP3 homotetramer are significantly less variable than the remaining residues of the K-196 domain ( Fig. 3a ). This conservation pattern also holds true for sequences of all other 13 197 subfamilies of MIKC-type MADS-domain proteins ( Fig. 3b , Supplementary Fig. 6a ) as well 198 as for sequences from gymnosperms to core eudicots ( Supplementary Fig. 6b ). Beyond this 199 similar pattern of conserved positions also the amino acid properties in terms of 200 hydrophobicity at homologous sites appear highly similar among all examined subfamilies 201 ( Supplementary Fig. 7 ), suggesting that the overall structure of the K-domain as determined 202 for SEP3 is conserved among MIKC-type proteins of most if not all subfamilies and 203 throughout seed plants. 204 Next we analyzed the amino acid distribution at sites homologous to the 12 leucine residues 205 (L101, L108, L115, L120, L123, L128, L131, L135, L154, L157, L164 and L171) that 206 contribute to inter-and intramolecular interactions in a SEP3 homotetramer ( Fig. 4a ) 23 . All 207 these residues were found to be highly conserved within the 78 examined SEP3-subfamily 208 sequences; 8 out of 12 positions were completely invariable ( Fig. 4b) . In contrast to this, 209 members of other subfamilies (e.g. AP3-and PI-subfamily proteins) often show preferences 210 for other amino acids on equivalent sites ( Fig. 4b, Supplementary Fig. 8 ). Especially positions 211 equivalent to L154, L157 and L164 of SEP3 that are located within the center of the 212 tetramerisation interface are often not occupied by leucines in AP3-and PI-subfamily Based on our data we hypothesized that the overall structure of the K-domain is conserved 229 throughout most if not all subfamilies of MIKC-type MADS-domain proteins and that 230 preferences for different amino acids on interacting sites account for subfamily specific 231 interaction patterns. We aimed to test our hypothesis with help of the chimeric protein 232 SEP3AP3chim, in which we substituted the K3-subdomain (i.e. tetramersiation interface) of 233 SEP3 (residues 150-181) by the homologous sites of AP3 ( Fig. 5a and b ). AP3 is known to 234 form obligate heterodimers with PI and is thus not able to form DNA-binding homodimers or 235 homotetramers 28, 29 . As expected, the chimeric protein SEP3AP3chim showed a complete loss of 236 homotetramerisation capabilities compared to SEP3 wild type protein in EMSA experiments 237 ( Fig. 5c and d right side, Supplementary Table 1 ). Although the K3-subdomains of SEP3 and 238 AP3 share only four identical residues at homologous sites the sequence similarity in terms of 239 hydrophobicity on most heptad repeat 'a' and 'd' positions is comparatively high (Fig. 5a ).
240
However, two heptad repeat 'd' positions occupied by leucine in SEP3 (L157 and L164) are 241 occupied by threonine and glutamine in AP3, respectively ( Fig. 5a ). Both leucines are highly 242 conserved throughout SEP3-subfamily proteins whereas homologous sites in AP3-subfamily 243 proteins are almost exclusively occupied by residues other than leucine (Fig. 4b ). We thus 244 substituted positions T157 and Q164 of the chimeric protein by leucine and tested the ability 245 of the resulting mutants to form homotetramers. Both single amino acid substitutions could 246 not improve tetramerisation ability of the chimeric protein ( Supplementary Table 1 ).
247
However, the insertion of both leucine residues into the K3-subdomain of SEP3AP3chim 248 sufficed to fully 'restore' the ability to form DNA-binding homotetramers ( Fig. 5e right side) .
249
Visualizing the amino acid sequence of the tetramerisation interface of SEP3 and AP3 in a 250 helical wheel diagram illustrates how residues M150, L157, L164 and L171 form a strong 251 hydrophobic stripe within the tetramerisation interface of SEP3, whereas the hydrophobic 252 stripe is interrupted by threonine and glutamine in AP3 ( Fig. 5c and d left side). Substituting 253 both residues by leucine closes the gap within the hydrophobic stripe and most likely thereby 254 facilitates homotetramerisation ( Fig. 5e left side).
255
DISCUSSION
256
Tetramer formation among MIKC-type MADS-domain transcription factors is of central 257 importance for flower development 5, 7, 8, 9, 30 . However, knowledge about the molecular 258 determinants facilitating tetramer formation remains scarce. Our data indicate that substitution 259 of leucines in the K-domain of SEP3 did almost invariably lead to a strong reduction in 260 tetramer formation abilities (Fig. 2) . This was expected for leucine to proline substitutions 261 within the helical regions of the K-domain as proline has helix-breaking properties. However, 262 also the rather conservative substitution from leucine to alanine in the tetramerization amino acids for intermolecular interactions, making leucines uniquely suited at these sites 22, 276 27, 29, 31 . This is in line with the observation that L145, which is located at a heptad repeat 'd' 277 position but according to structural data not involved in intermolecular interactions 23 can be 278 mutated to alanine without a decrease in tetramer formation capabilities. In contrast, L164
279
(also at a heptad repeat 'd' position but involved in intermolecular interactions) mutation to 280 alanine leads to a strong decrease in tetramerization. In addition, L145 is by far not as 281 conserved as leucines involved in interactions ( Supplementary Fig. 8 ).
282
A decrease in tetramer formation was also observed for substitution of leucines in the kink 283 region between the two helices, where an effect on helix formation was not predicted 284 ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). However, although the leucine residues in the kink are not directly 285 involved in tetramer formation, they interact intramolecularly with each other to stabilize the 286 kink and thus bring the tetramer interface in a favourable position for protein-protein 287 interactions 23 . It is likely that substitutions to proline or alanine in the kink region altered or destabilized the orientation of the tetramerisation interface and thus impeded tetramer 289 formation indirectly. Similar to the leucines at interacting sites within the helical regions of 290 the K-domain stereochemical restrictions may also in this case favour leucines over other 291 hydrophobic amino acids. This may explain why the L115A mutation in the kink region, 292 which presumably only affects intramolecular interactions, caused a decrease in tetramer 293 formation capabilities.
294
Taken together, these findings indicate that inter-and intramolecular hydrophobic interactions 295 specifically among leucines are of critical importance for SEP3 homotetramerization. This 296 principle does very likely apply to the entire subfamily of SEP proteins, as leucines at 297 interaction positions are evolutionarily highly conserved throughout this subfamily (Fig. 4) .
298
The evolutionary conserved and important role of leucines is further highlighted by the 299 observation that in the SEP3 ortholog AMtrAGL9 from A. trichopoda leucines at positions 300 homologous to those in SEP3 were also of critical importance for tetramer formation (Fig. 2) .
301
The K-domain is the second highest conserved domain of MIKC-type proteins (the most 302 highly conserved domain is the MADS-domain) 32 . Previous structural predictions indicated 303 that the K-domain is forming coiled-coils in most if not all MIKC-type proteins 18, 23, 33 . Our 304 analyses indeed strongly support this view. The chemical properties of amino acids that are of 305 importance for intra-and intermolecular interactions in SEP3 are conserved in MIKC-type 306 proteins from all of the 14 subfamilies analysed here. This indicates that most K-domains fold 307 in a structure similar to that determined for SEP3 and that residues that are homologous to 308 interacting sites in the SEP3 homotetramer may also constitute intra-and intermolecular 309 contact points in most other protein family members.
310
However, although the chemical properties of amino acids important for interactions were 311 conserved in subfamilies other than SEP, their identity was not always. Whereas the vast 312 majority of leucine residues important for intra-and intermolecular interactions is highly 313 conserved within the SEP subfamily, leucine residues are observed at a clearly lower 314 frequency in other subfamilies ( Fig. 4, Supplementary Fig. 4 ). This indicates that, although 315 the overall structure of the K-domain is conserved in all MIKC-type proteins, their 316 tetramerization capabilities may vary depending on the presence of leucines on critical 317 interaction sites. For example, AP3 and PI, who do not possess leucines on all inter-and 318 intramolecular contact points, are unable to form tetramers not involving SEP3 5, 9 . Indeed, the 319 K3-subdomain of AP3, which is not capable of mediating homotetramer formation, gained 320 this ability when placed in the SEP3 protein context and two leucines were introduced ( Fig. 4) . Thus, we speculate that leucines at intra-and intermolecular contact points may not 322 only be necessary but also sufficient for tetramer formation of MIKC-type proteins.
323
Intriguingly, the high conservation of leucines in the K-domain of SEP-subfamily proteins 324 and their importance for homotetramer formation correlates very well with the crucial 325 function of those proteins as hubs within the PPI controlling flower development. In addition, 326 proteins like AP3 and PI that have less central positions within the interaction network also 327 lack leucines at several positions critical for tetramerization. It thus appears plausible that 328 leucines in SEP-subfamily proteins are not only important for homotetramer formation but 329 also play a pivotal role in the formation of heterotetrameric complexes. For example, though a 330 lack of leucines in the kink region of many MIKC-type proteins may destabilizes the 331 orientation of the teramerization interface and prevents homotetramer formation, the high 332 structural stability of the K-domain of SEP-subfamily proteins that is brought about by 333 intramolecular leucine interactions may serve as a scaffold that helps to align the interaction 334 interface of partner proteins and hence facilitate heterotetramer formation.
335
The pattern of leucines at the tetramerization interface may be explained in a similar manner. 
341
Taken together, we propose that the leucine residues in SEP-subfamily proteins serve to 342 facilitate heterotetrameric interactions while at the same time the absence of leucines in the 343 interaction partners prevents homotetramer formation or formation of heterotetramers not 344 involving SEP-subfamily proteins. This way, SEP-subfamily proteins could act as hubs in the 345 scale free PPI controlling flower development: tetramerization of many proteins depends on 346 them and probably cannot occur in the absence of SEP-subfamily proteins. 347 We previously proposed that the dependence of other MIKC-type proteins on SEP-subfamily CArG-box in the center, ranging from 0.05 to 32 ng as previously described in 12 . Binding 406 reactions had a total volume of 12 µl, were incubated overnight at 4°C and subsequently 407 loaded on a polyacrylamide (5 % acrylamide, 0.1725 % bisacrylamid) 0.5x TBE gel that has 408 been pre-run for 30 min. The gel was run with 0.5x TBE buffer for 2.5 h at 7.5 V/cm and 409 afterwards dried and exposed onto a phosphorimaging screen to quantify signal intensities. (3) 422 then kd1 is the dissociation constant for binding of a protein dimer to a DNA probe with two 423 unoccupied binding sites and kd2 is the dissociation constant for binding of a second protein 424 dimer to a DNA probe where one of the two binding sites is already occupied. By nonlinear 425 regression of the measured signal intensities of the three fractions to equation (1) to (3), kd1 426 and kd2 were estimated using GraphPad Prism 5 (GraphPad Software). As we used in vitro 427 transcription/translation for protein production, the exact protein concentrations were 428 unknown. Therefore the amount of applied in vitro transcription/translation mixture was used 429 as proxy for [P2], as previously described 6 . As a result of the unknown protein concentrations 
